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CSE Citation Style - Quick Guide
This quick guide summarizes rules set out by the Council of Science Editors (CSE) in Scientific Style and Format,
sometimes known as the “CSE style manual”. In addition to providing formatting rules, it serves as a guideline
for consistency among references and their in-text citations. CSE provides a choice of three systems for citing
references within a text: Citation-Sequence, Citation-Name, and Name-Year. This guide uses the Name-Year
system, in which in-text citations provide the author names and year of publication to identify the sources. If
you are required to use another format or require further information, please refer to the CSE manual:
[CSE] Council of Science Editors, Style Manual Subcommittee. 2014. Scientific style and format: the CSE
manual for authors, editors, and publishers. 8th ed. Chicago (IL): Council of Science Editors. 722 p.
[Available in Killam Library Reference Room – Call number: REF T 11 S386 2014]
A Few Rules of the CSE Style (see also sample references section on last page)
1.

Journal titles: When citing a journal, use the official abbreviation of its title. (See last page for
resources on official abbreviations.) Within the reference, end the journal abbreviation with a period. If
the journal is electronic, include the medium designator [Internet], and place the period after the
square bracket.
e.g.
Can J Fish Aquat Sci.
Mol Cell Biol.
Forest Ecol Manag [Internet].
However, if the journal title consists of one word, there is no need to abbreviate it.
e.g.
Science.
Nature.
Bioscience.

2. Article or book title: When citing the title of a book or chapter, or an article title, capitalize the first word
of the title and any proper nouns or adjectives. Any other words should be in lower case letters.
e.g. Microbial activity at the sediment-water interface in Halifax Harbor, Canada
3.

Author names: In a bibliography, the author name is presented last name first, followed by a space, and
then the author initials as given (but without periods). e.g. Levinton JS
Gupta R
Within a reference, list the author names in the same order as they are listed on the article. This reflects
the amount of work each researcher contributed. The author whose name appears first on the article or
work is known as the ”first author” or “primary author”. Separate the author names with commas.

4. Taxonomic names: Write the Latin or scientific names of organisms in italics:
e.g. Salmo salar
Pinus ponderosa
Danio rerio
With regard to the names of higher orders, capitalize the name but do not italicize:
e.g. Lepidoptera
Cetacea
Ranunculaceae
5. Medium designator: For non-print items, a medium designator is required in the reference. Include it in
square brackets after the item title. Examples include:
[CD-ROM]
[DVD]
[videocassette]
[microfiche]
6. Content designator: Also placed in square brackets, this is optional but informative. Examples include:
[dissertation]
[master’s thesis] [abstract]
[computer program]
The following pages provide examples of how to reference a variety of types of sources in science writing and
how to cite them in the text of a scientific paper or laboratory report.
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Journal Article
Author(s). Publication Date. Article title. Journal Title Abbrev. volume number(issue number):inclusive pages.
Note: CSE style does not explicitly state that a URL is required when referencing the pdf of an online article
(although it does provide examples of pdf article references that include a URL). This guide assumes that article
pdfs can be cited as though they were print (paper) articles.
One author
MacRae TH. 1997. Tubulin post-translational modifications: enzymes and their mechanisms of action.
Eur J Biochem. 244(2):265-278.
From two to ten authors: List all authors
Srivastava DS, Staicer CA, Freedman B. 1995. Aquatic vegetation of Nova Scotian lakes differing in acidity
and trophic status. Aquat Bot. 51(3-4):181-196.
More than ten authors:
List the 1st to 10th authors, followed by ‘et al’.
Adl SM, Leander BS, Simpson AGB, Archibald JM, Anderson OR, Bass D, Bowser SS, Brugerolle G, Farmer MA,
Karpov S, et al. 2007. Diversity, nomenclature, and taxonomy of protists. Syst Biol. 56(4):684-689.
Article in a journal supplement
Savage N. 2011. Fuel options: the ideal fuel. Nature. 474(7352 Suppl):S9-S11.
Online article (when there are no page numbers, but article has a document number)
Fishman J, Taylor L, Frank I. 2016. Awareness of HPV and uptake of vaccination in a high-risk population.
Pediatrics. 138(2):e20152048. [about 11 p.].
Online article (when there is no pdf)
McDaniel CJ, Crowder LB, Priddy JA. 2000. Spatial dynamics of sea turtle abundance and shrimping
intensity in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico. Ecol Soc. [accessed 2016 Aug 24];4(1):[about 15 p.].
http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol4/iss1/art15/.

Book
Author(s) or editor(s). Publication Date. Title. Edition. Place of publication: Publisher. Extent.
Note: “Extent” refers to the total number of pages or the page numbering. In a reference to an entire book, this
element is optional, but in a reference to a part of a book (eg. a chapter), include the pagination of the part.
One author
Keddy PA. 2010. Wetland ecology: principles and conservation. 2nd ed. New York: Cambridge University Press.
Two or more authors
Glasner P, Rothman H. 2004. Splicing life?: the new genetics and society. Aldershot (GB): Ashgate. 149 p.
Organization or government body as author
[CWF] Canadian Wildlife Federation. [date unknown]. Annual report 2013-14. Kanata (ON): Canadian Wildlife
Federation.
Anonymous or no author (use title as initial element)
Nature encyclopedia. 2001. New York: Oxford University Press.
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Book with editor
Boyd IL, Bowen WD, Iverson SJ, editors. 2010. Marine mammal ecology and conservation: a handbook of
techniques. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
Chapter or article (contribution) in an edited book
Gavito ME. 2007. Mycorrhizae and crop production in a world of rapid climate change: a warning call. In:
Hamel C, Plenchette C, editors. Mycorrhizae in crop production. Binghamton (NY): Haworth Food &
Agricultural Products Press. p. 293-310.
Note: In this example, ‘ME Gavito’ is the author of the article called ‘Mycorrhizae and crop production in a
world of rapid climate change: a warning call’ which can be found on pages 293-310 in a book called
‘Mycorrhizae in crop production’ which is edited by C. Hamel and C. Plenchette.
Chapter or article (part) of a book
Myers JH, Bazely D. 2003. Ecology and control of introduced plants. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
313 p. Chapter 6, Introduced plant diseases; p. 147-163.
Entry in an encyclopedia or dictionary
Zonn IS, Glantz MH, Kostianoy AG, Kosarev AN. 2009. Fisheries on the Aral Sea. In: The Aral Sea
encyclopedia. Berlin: Springer. p. 98.

Ebook
Author(s) or editor(s). Publication Date. Title. Edition. Place of Publication: Publisher; [date updated; accessed date]. URL.

Zuur AF, Ieno EN, Smith GM. 2007. Analysing ecological data. London (UK): Springer; [accessed 2016 Aug 22].
http://www.springerlink.com/content/g6632j/#section=292216&page=1.
Entry in an online encyclopedia or dictionary
Hacker G. 2009. Microbial inhibitors of apoptosis. In: Encyclopedia of life sciences. Chichester (UK): John Wiley &
Sons; [accessed 2016 Feb 21]. http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/9780470015902.a0021984/full.

Technical or Government Report
Author(s) or editor(s). Publication Date. Title. Edition. Place of Publication: Publisher. Extent. Report No.: Notes.
Benoit A, Dykstra A, Francis C, Gould JJ, Knockwood M, Knockwood P, Levi F, Levi A, Paul C, Prosper B. 2010.
Mi'kmaq knowledge of species at risk in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island.
Gatineau (QC): Canadian Wildlife Service. Report No.: 510.

Conference Papers
Author(s) of paper. Publication Date. Title of paper. In: Editor(s). Title of Book. Number and name of
conference; date of conference; place of conference. Place of publication: Publisher. Extent. Notes.

Cameron R. 2010. Research strategy for Nova Scotia protected areas. In: Bondrup-Nielsen S, Beazley K, Bissix
G, Colville D, Flemming S, Herman T, McPherson M, Mockford S, O’Grady S, editors. Ecosystem based
management: beyond boundaries. Proceedings of the 6th International Conference of Science and the
Management of Protected Areas; 2007 May 21–26; Wolfville, NS. Wolfville (NS): Science and
Management of Protected Areas Association. p. 503a-503e.
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Thesis or Dissertation
Author. Date. Title [content designator]. Place of Publication: Publisher (often a university). Extent.

Merovitch, NH. 2016. A simple automated system for appetitive conditioning of zebrafish in their home tanks
and studying underlying neural activation [master’s thesis]. Halifax (NS): Dalhousie University.
Online thesis/dissertation:
Murphy JP. 2011. Proteomics of downstream responses to growth signals in proliferating cells
[dissertation]. Halifax (NS): Dalhousie University; [updated 2011 May 2; accessed 2012 Aug 1].
http://hdl.handle.net/10222/13498.

Newspaper Article
Author(s). Publication Date. Article title. Full Newspaper Title. Section: first page (column).
Print newspaper article:
Weber B. 2011 Aug 27. Caribou recovery strategy allows more development on critical oil sands habitat.
Globe and Mail. Sect. A:12 (col. 2).
Online article from a newspaper database, such as Factiva or Eureka:
Weber B. 2011 Aug 27. Caribou recovery strategy allows more development on critical oil sands habitat.
Globe and Mail. [accessed 2012 Sept 5]; Sect. A:12.: http://global.factiva.com/ha/default.aspx.
Note: In this example, the online version of the article did not provide a column number.
Online article from a newspaper website:
Panacci A. 2016 Aug 25. Wilderness park proposed for Purcell’s Cove. Chronicle-Herald (Halifax, NS). [accessed
2016 Aug 27]; http://thechronicleherald.ca/novascotia/1391608-wilderness-park-proposed-forpurcell%E2%80%99s-cove.

Note:
The CSE manual provides guidelines to assist researchers who are writing scientific papers and citing scholarly
sources, such as journal articles and technical reports. If a type of publication or resource is not included in the
manual, you can use the guidelines to build a reference, as in the following example:

Lab Exercise

(not included in the official CSE Guidelines)

Author (if unknown replace with title of lab exercise). Year. Title of lab exercise. Course number, Department, University.
Schmidt A, Britten G. 2012. Metapopulations: habitat, dispersal and extinction. BIOL 2060, Department of
Biology, Dalhousie University.

Dataset
Author(s). Publication Date. Title [content designator]. Place of publication: Publisher; [date updated; accessed date]. URL.
Stinson K, Donohue K. 2006. Invasive species mapping at Harvard Forest 2005 [dataset]. Albuquerque (NM):
US Long Term Ecological Research Network; [updated 2006 Feb 16; accessed 2016 Aug 22].
http://metacat.lternet.edu:8080/knb/metacat/knb-lter-hfr.79.10/lter.
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Personal Communications
References to personal communications (e.g. letters, personal conversations, email messages) should be
placed in the body of the paper rather than listed in the references section. Example:
During the 2007 season, observers noted four humpback females in the bay, while the following year,
only two females were seen (2009 email message from R Comeau to the author; unreferenced).

Website
Author(s). Publication Date. Title of website. Place of publication: Publisher; [date updated; accessed date]. URL.
Lear L. 1998. The life and legacy of Rachel Carson: Rachel Carson’s biography. New London (CT):
Linda Lear Center for Special Collections and Archives; [accessed 2016 Aug 27].
http://www.rachelcarson.org/Biography.aspx#.UE9foVF62So.
Polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) in fish and sediment. [date unknown]. Gatineau (QC): Environment and
Climate Change Canada; [modified 2016 Feb 17; accessed 2016 Aug 27]. http://www.ec.gc.ca/indicateursindicators/default.asp?lang=en&n=0970C75C-1.
Note: If a website does not have a date of publication, instead include the date of update and the date on
which you cited it, which will help to provide an indication of the currency of the site. For the date of
update, use the wording provided by the website (eg. modified, revised, updated, etc…).

Blog Post
Author(s). Publication Date. Title of post [descriptive word]. Title of blog. [accessed date]. URL.
Mah C. 2012 Sep 23. Ophiothela brittle stars invade the Atlantic! [blog].The Echinoblog. [accessed 2016 Jun 12 ];
http://echinoblog.blogspot.ca/2012/08/ophiothela-brittle-stars-invade-atlantic.html.

Online Video
Title of video [descriptive word]. Date posted, length. Title of program (if available). Producer. [accessed date]. URL.
North America's marine protected areas: protecting marine life [video]. 2012 Jun 7, 2:30 minutes.
Commission for Environmental Cooperation; [accessed 2012 Sept 4].
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Znc_kW3D9xA.

Journal Title Abbreviations – Sources
ISI Journal Abbreviations: http://www.efm.leeds.ac.uk/~mark/ISIabbr/A_abrvjt.html
Biological Journals and Abbreviations: http://home.ncifcrf.gov/research/bja/journams_a.html
National Library of Medicine (NLM) Catalog: Journals referenced in the NCBI databases:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nlmcatalog/journals
CASSI (Chemical Abstracts Service Source Index): http://cassi.cas.org/search.jsp
Genamics JournalSeek (from OCLC): http://journalseek.net/
Alkire LG, Westerman-Alkire C, editors. 2007. Periodical title abbreviations. 17th ed. Vol. 1, By abbreviation.
Detroit: Thomson Gale. 1667 p. [Available in Killam Library – Call number: Z 6945 A2 W34 2007]
Alkire LG, Westerman-Alkire C, editors. 2001. Periodical title abbreviations. 13th ed. Vol. 2, By title.
[Available in Killam Library – Call number: Z 6945 A2 W34 2001]
Detroit: Gale. 1418 p.
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Citing sources within the text using the Name-Year (N-Y) system
Within the text of your paper or document, to cite an author’s work (i.e., to paraphrase and
acknowledge the source of the information), give the Author(s) last names only and Year. The citation
belongs inside a sentence of text, before the period, and is often given in parentheses as shown in the
examples below. All sources cited in the text of a paper must be included in the list of references and all
references must be cited in the text.
Examples of citations within parentheses in the text of a paper:
One author:

(Akunda 2004)

Two authors:

(Adams and Wong 1999)

More than two authors:

(Bhattacharya et al. 1986)

Anonymous or no author:

(Nature…2001)

Government or Corporate author:

(Fisheries and Oceans Canada 2010)

No date:

(CWF [date unknown])

Use the first few words of the title, followed by an ellipsis

Works by same author in different years (Chen 1998, 2005)

Separate years with a comma

Works by same author in same year

(Wackernagel et al. 1999a, 1999b)

Works by multiple authors*

(Bhattacharya et al. 1986; Chen 1998, 2005; Akunda 2004).

Use lower-case letters starting with ‘a’

*arrange sources first by year of publication and then by author, separating authors with a semi-colon

Placement of in-text citations
An in-text citation should appear next to the text to which it refers. Here are several examples of
where to locate an in-text citation within a sentence:
An early report (Blais 2010) identified two areas of concern…
Studies in the Bay of Fundy (Myers 1999, 2001) have shown that…
Knockwood and Boudreau (2011) found that the population had decreased by 34%, although later
studies (Chou 2012; Colley et al. 2015) indicated a return to pre-disturbance numbers.
The International Epithelial Tissue Lab developed the 24-SA technique only three months before
the launch of the nano-analyzer (Kwami 2016).
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References or Literature Cited Section
The cited sources must be arranged alphabetically by author name. Within a given source, be sure to
maintain the original order of the scientists’ names. Use a hanging indent to format the list of
references, a technique that makes it easy to locate a reference by the primary author.
Sample References Section
[CWF] Canadian Wildlife Federation. [date unknown]. Annual report 2013-14. Kanata (ON): Canadian
Wildlife Federation.
Keddy PA. 2010. Wetland ecology: principles and conservation. 2nd ed. New York: Cambridge University
Press.
McDaniel CJ, Crowder LB, Priddy JA. 2000. Spatial dynamics of sea turtle abundance and shrimping
intensity in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico. Ecol Soc. [accessed 2016 Aug 24];4(1):[about 15 p.].
http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol4/iss1/art15/.
Polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) in fish and sediment. [date unknown]. Gatineau (QC): Environment
and Climate Change Canada; [modified 2016 Feb 17; accessed 2016 Aug 27].
http://www.ec.gc.ca/indicateurs-indicators/default.asp?lang=en&n=0970C75C-1.
Srivastava DS, Staicer CA, Freedman B. 1995. Aquatic vegetation of Nova Scotian lakes differing in acidity
and trophic status. Aquat Bot. 51(3-4):181-196.
Wackernagel M, Lewan L, Hansson CB. 1999a. Evaluating the use of natural capital with the ecological
footprint: applications in Sweden and subregions. Ambio. 28(7):604-612.
Wackernagel M, Onisto L, Bello P, Linares AC, Falfan ISL, Garcia JM, Guerrero AIS, Guerrero MGS.
1999b. National natural capital accounting with the ecological footprint concept. Ecol Econ.
29(3):375-390.
Zuur AF, Ieno EN, Smith GM. 2007. Analysing ecological data. London (UK): Springer; [accessed 2016 Aug 22].
http://www.springerlink.com/content/g6632j/#section=292216&page=1.
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